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Core Institution in Japan Tokyo Women's Medical University

Implementing Organizations

Country  Japan
Core Institution  Tokyo Women's Medical University
Co-Chair (name and title)  Teruo Okano, Proffessor
Number of  Cooperating Institutions 9

Cooperating Institutions

Osaka University, Nara Medical University, Tokyo
Medical and Dental Unibersity, Juntendo University
school of medicine, Waseda University, University of
Tsukuba,  St. Marianna University school of medicine,
Tokyo University of Science, Tohoku University

Country  USA
Core Institution  Harvard Medical School, Brigham and Women's Hospital
Co-Chair (name and title)  Charles A. Vacanti, Proffessor

Number of  Cooperating Institutions 8

Cooperating Institutions
University of Pittsburgh, University of Michigan, Georgia
Institute of Technology, Boston University, Colorado
State University, Rice University, Northwestern
University, University of Washington

Result of Program Implementation

A) Academic Research: By the colloboration with University of Pittsburgh, we have developed new
fundamental technology for regeneraive medicine, that integrates three-dimensional matrix scaffolds
in United States and cell sheet technology in Japan.  In late 2005, we have already orerated large
animal model experiments for esophageal regenerative medicine in PIttsburgh.  After obseavation of
treated animals for few months, nice therapeutic actions of regenerative tissues were obtained.
Furthermore,   in 2006, we have published 48 research articles iincluding original papers and reviews
in international journals with relatively high Impact Factor.

B) Training of Young Reserchers: Nineteen of young researchers (younger than 40 years old)
including doctoral student and 10 middle aged reserchers (earlyl 40's)  went abroad to joint research
and attend international conferrences  Every young studensts and reserchers had discussion on
their own  topics with foreign scientists invited to seminar or international symposium.  These
experiences strongly encouraged the motivation and drive for research of each resercher.  The
research level was significantly improved by such encouragement and introduction of new advanced
technologies.
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Achievements in FY2006 (Self Review)

Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

  In 2006, Japan FDA (Health, Labour and Welfare Ministry in Japan) will change the guideline for
clinical use of stem cells.  Under the new guideline, every clinical transplational study has to be
approved from Japan FDA even if it is tiny in scale.  Since the original plan was prepared under the
old guideline, which did not require FDA approval in small scale clinical transplational study, this
change must be an unignorable obstacle.

In general, every particular subject was successfully achieved as planned.  However, the
international collaboration with Brigham Women's Hospital of Harvard Medical School was not well
proceeded as orginally planned.  The major cause for the delay of the international collaboration was
the management of intellectual properties.  Instead, we promoted another international collaboration
with University of Pittsburgh that have been highly famous for organ transplantation as well as the
recent advancement in tissue engineering and regenrative medicine reserch.  Under the
collaboration, we succeeded to develop a new technology integrating two core technologies of
United States and Japan.  One associate professor and three young researchers joined large animal
experiments done in the animal facility of University of Pittsburgh.

   In duration of project, we have successfully achieved the intensive international collaboration with
regenerative midicine lodgment (mainly  University of Pittsburgh) in united states, and constructed
exchange system of young researchers for short- and medium-terms.   In order to keep and
promote the collaboration, we are trying to get grant for regenerative medicine of governmental
fund.    In our joint researchs, we are planning more large animal studies utilizing the animal facilities
in University of Pittsburgh, since they have some advantages over similar facilities in Japan, which
are often limited in the capacity and quipments.As for the intellectual propertries, we have to set up
the rules and principles for the international collaboration.  Comprehensive documents for contracts
including confidentiality agreement, material tranfer agreemenet, etc. should be also prepared.

Active introduction of this program in domestic and international scientific meetings prompted many
reserchers to join it.  Some researchers joining this program were invited to international meeting to
have invited talks.  Furthermore, we often got inquiry for the position of postdoctral fellows from
foreign young reserchers.  These stgrongly suggest that our reputation in the world was significantly
increased.
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